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Planning, constructing, installing and maintaining
onshore and offshore pipelines involves several
specialist disciplines, which need coordination and
alignment at every stage of a project. Fugro acquires
and processes the necessary data to guide each
step. We handle the logistical, political and physically
demanding obstacles that present themselves.
We assess and interpret all the data and turn it into
meaningful analyses for designers, construction
companies and maintenance specialists.
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Fugro is an integrated source of engineering advice, advanced data

From the tropics to the Arctic, both onshore and offshore, Fugro delivers

acquisition and multidisciplinary expertise, ideally suited to supporting
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the preferred route, facilitate engineering design and aid the selection

Operation and Maintenance

• Metocean services

• Pipeline inspection surveys

• Depth of cover analysis using LiDAR
and Geopig
• Ground motion trends
• Data management and visualization
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